Extreme Hydronephrosis or Multicystic Dysplastic Kidney: Still Diagnostic Dilemma
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Abstract: Multicystic dysplastic kidney (MCDK) is estimated as anomaly easy to diagnose, because of its characteristic ultrasound picture. Usually advocated imaging studies to establish the diagnosis of MCDK suspected prenatally, include postnatal ultrasound examination as well as radionuclide scan to show the lack of kidney function, however, the need for confirmatory scintigraphy still is discussed. Ultrasonographically large hydronephrosis in the newborn with extremely dilated renal collecting system and very narrowed, almost invisible renal parenchyma is very similar to the picture of multicystic kidney. In such cases it is very difficult to differentiate between MCDK and giant hydronephrosis only with the ultrasound alone. We report 2 cases of infants with extreme hydronephrosis initially diagnosed as MCDK and present completely different clinical course. Early operative treatment of obstructed, extreme hydronephrosis helps to salvage the kidney and achieve acceptable clinical outcome. It seems that radionuclide renogram still is valuable imaging study in a child with ultrasound picture of multicystic dysplastic kidney to complete diagnosis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A multicystic dysplastic kidney (MCDK), a form of renal dysplasia, represents non-functioning organ due to abnormal kidney development. The incidence of prenatal diagnosis of MCDK is still rising, confirmed within the newborn period by postnatal ultrasound examination [1, 2, 3, 4]. Imaging work-up usually employed in cases of MCDK include ultrasound examination (US) and confirmatory nuclear medicine scan. The advisability and usefulness of radionuclide study to show the absence of renal function in MCDK as well the time to perform such study, still is discussed and somewhat controversial [4,5,6,7,8,9]. The aim of the present study was to present 2 cases of infants with extreme hydronephrosis diagnosed initially as multicystic dysplastic kidney to discuss diagnostic dilemma, completely different clinical course and results of treatment.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

During the last 5 years two infants were treated because of large hydronephrosis due to congenital ureteropelvic junction obstruction, initially diagnosed as MCDK.

2.1. Case 1

3-months old male with prenatally diagnosed right MCDK confirmed postnatally ultrasound examination was referred for urologic evaluation, because control ultrasound performed at the age of 3-months to evaluate the regression of the size of cysts, was described as large hydronephrosis (Figure 1a, b, c, d). Computed tomography urography (Figure 2a, b, c) confirmed the diagnosis of extreme hydronephrosis due to ureteropelvic junction obstruction.
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Figure 1(a,b,c,d): Ultrasound examination performed at the age of 3 months: extremely dilated right pyelocalyceal system – calyces 18-28 mm, pelvis 56 mm in AP diameter, narrow renal parenchyma to 5 mm.

Figure 2(a,b): Computed tomographic urography: extreme right hydronephrosis due to ureteropelvic junction obstruction.

Dynamic scintigraphy (Figure 3 a,b,c) showed giant right hydronephrosis with almost completely obstructed ureteropelvic junction and grossly diminished renal function (21% of differential renal function). An infant was operated on emergency basis – intraoperatively long distance ureteropelvic...
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Junction obstruction was found and dismembered Hynes-Anderson pyeloplasty was done (Figure 4 a, b). During 5 year follow-up gradually decrease of dilatation degree of the right collecting system was noted on US (Figure 5 a,b) while dynamic scintigraphy (Figure 6 a,b,c) showed permanent improvement of drainage together with better right renal function (up to 31%).
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Figure 3 (a,b,c): Preoperative radionuclid examination (dynamic scintigraphy): obstructive renogram of right hydronephrosis.
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Figure 4b

Figure 4(a,b): Intraoperative view: long distance ureteropelvic junction obstruction.
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**Figure 5 (a,b):** Postoperative US (years after operation): considerably lower degree of dilatation of right renal collecting system - calyces 5-9 mm, pelvis 18 mm, renal parenchyma 7-8 mm in AP diameter.

---
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**Figure 6 (a,b,c):** First postoperative dynamic scintigraphy (6 months after operation): improvement of radionuclide drainage, non-obstructive renogram.
2.2. Case 2

6-months old female with diagnosed prenatally left MCDK underwent imaging studies because of urinary tract infection at the age of 5 months. Only one confirmatory ultrasound study was done immediately after the birth and the next one was advised by neonatologist after one year of life. Ultrasound revealed large left hydronephrosis, voiding cystourethrography right reflux grade IV and also reflux to the left ureter, radionuclide study practically no function of the left kidney (5%). As the first step of treatment left nephroureterectomy was done and later at the age of 2 years persisting right reflux grade III was successfully corrected endoscopically.

3. DISCUSSION

Usually advocated imaging studies to establish the diagnosis of multicystic dysplastic kidney suspected prenatally, include postnatal ultrasound examination as well as radionuclide scan to show the lack of the kidney function. The value of scintigraphy, however, is still debated, because MCDK with its characteristic ultrasound picture is estimated as anomaly easy to detect and diagnose [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Typical ultrasound features of MCDK include: cysts of variable size and shape, an absent reniform appearance and the absence of centrally located cyst [5, 6, 7]. Large hydronephrosis in the newborn with extremely dilated pelvis and calyces together with very narrowed, almost invisible renal parenchyma, however, is very similar to the picture of multicystic kidney. In such instances it is very difficult to differentiate between MCDK and giant hydronephrosis only with the ultrasound alone [8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

As those two diagnoses: MCDK and large hydronephrosis vary greatly in the treatment recommendations – surgical intervention for large, obstructed hydronephrosis versus observation for MCDK – making the correct diagnosis is of utmost importance [2, 4, 8, 12, 13, 15].

Conservative, non-surgical management is the preferred and recommended approach to MCDK. Children with MCDKs very rarely require operative intervention [8,16,17] and routinely are followed with repeated renal ultrasound to confirm progressive involution of cysts, however, involution before adulthood is unpredictable [2,3,15,18,19,20].

On the other hand, in the majority of newborns and infants with congenital hydronephrosis due to ureteropelvic junction obstruction, diagnosed prenatally and confirmed postnatally, operative treatment is not usually necessary immediately after diagnosis, with one exception. Obstructive, large hydronephrosis with preserved renal function (as estimated by radionuclide study) require prompt surgical correction on emergency basis to salvage the kidney [11, 12, 13, 14].

Our observation showed clearly that ultrasound imaging alone is not sufficient to differentiate between MCDK and large hydronephrosis with extremely dilated calyces and renal pelvis, even when ultrasound examination is performed by experienced radiologist. The clinical course of reported 2 infants with prenatally diagnosed multicystic dysplastic kidney, confirmed postnatally and delayed final diagnosis of large hydronephrosis, clearly confirm the value of nuclear scan to rule out potential obstructive hydronephrosis with preserved renal function amenable for surgical correction.

4. CONCLUSION

Ultrasound picture of multicystic dysplastic kidney may be very similar to that of extreme hydronephrosis, and sometimes can pose diagnostic dilemma. Early operative treatment of obstructed, extreme hydronephrosis helps to salvage of the kidney and achieve acceptable clinical outcome. It seems that radio nuclide renogram still is valuable imaging study in a child with ultrasound picture of multicystic dysplastic kidney to complete diagnosis.
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